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asimov received a b.s. in chemistry from columbia university in 1939. he married
his first wife, janet jeppson, in 1942, and they had one child, robert, in 1943. his

second wife, gertrude blugerman, was five years his junior. they divorced in 1973.
asimov began writing for various science fiction magazines in the early 1940s,
including super science stories, wonder stories, startling stories, and fantastic

adventures. this led to his first sale, to startling stories in 1944, for the novella "the
bicentennial man." by 1948, asimov had published four more novels. he became a
full-time writer and taught biochemistry at boston university from 1958 to 1968.

asimov's first science fiction stories were published in the 1940s, but his first major
sale was in 1951, for the novella "nightfall." from there, his career was a string of

victories. in 1951, asimov sold the novella "nightfall" to astounding science fiction,
which was then the leading science fiction magazine. it won the hugo award for best

novella in 1952. in 1953, asimov sold another story, "the bicentennial man", to
amazing stories, which again won the hugo award. in 1956, the novella "the naked
sun" won the hugo award for best novella and the world fantasy award. in 1962, he

won the hugo award for his novella "the caves of steel." his other hugo award-
winning novella was "the robots of dawn" in 1967. asimov won the nebula award for

best novel in 1953, 1957, and 1974. in 1976, he won the nebula award for his
novella "the ugly little boy". in 1979, the foundation series won both the hugo and

the nebula award for best series.
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thus, asimovs laws are
not about robots as

such. instead, they are
about the robots that
do exist and about the
humans who interact
with them. in a sense,

they represent an
attempt to create a set
of values for humans
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and robots to operate
by. as such, they are

timeless, and might be
considered the

foundation of ethics for
robots. asimov was

born in 1920, in
petrovichi, a small

village in russia. the
son of a physician, he
was fascinated with

science from an early
age. his father died

when asimov was six,
and the family moved
to petrovichi where he
attended school and
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lived with his aunt. his
mother remarried, and

asimov went to live
with them in new york

in 1928, where he
attended new york

university and columbia
university. in 1941 he

joined the us army, and
served in the

philippines and in
alaska. he was a major
in the army reserves

when he began writing.
he retired from the
military in 1968 and
began to write full-
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time. in 1973 he was
diagnosed with an

incurable degenerative
disease, and he died in

1988. asimov's work
includes almost all the

genres of science
fiction, including: the

galactic empire series;
robot stories and robot
novels; space opera;

juvenile science-fiction;
space opera;

psychological thrillers;
science-fiction humor;

and utopian and
dystopian fiction. he
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also wrote non-fiction,
including biographies of
isaac newton and albert

einstein; historical
novels about ancient
history; histories of

mathematics, physics,
chemistry, and biology;

and a history of the
bible. his first published
story, "the bicentennial
man," was published in

1951, and his first
novel, "the caves of

steel," was published in
1952. in the years that

followed, he wrote
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many stories that were
published in the

magazine science
fiction. these stories
were collected in the
books a boy and his
dog (1959), i, robot
(1953), the caves of

steel (1954), prelude to
foundation (1951),
second foundation
(1951), forward the

foundation (1951), and
the gods themselves

(1956). these six
volumes were

published as foundation
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